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Elevator Pitches

Short Pitch
Inspirational stories about the Essence from nature and man.

A description in 25-words
The Essence of Nature and man tells her own story. These stories may act as a
stimulant to guide you in daily life and to balance life.

A description in 50-words
No more secrets or hidden truths. The Essence tells her own story. It shows
more than traditional daily life and yet so simple in approach. These stories may
act as a stimulant to learn to balance one’s life. The conclusions after every story
may act as a guide in daily life.

A description in 100-words
Daily life is full of stories and experiences that are stored in the energy field. We
communicate with this energy, ask questions, listen for answers and add our own
insights to create new knowledge. Subsequently, this is added to the Book of
Life. This book allows us to share these insights with you. It is the truth as we
see it; we invite you to match it with your truth. Consider and experience how
the themes in this book relate to you, just you. Hence, you become aware how
you ride the waves you create. See this book as the ocean, as the prerequisite.
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Description of the Authors
Pauline Laumans
Pauline was raised in a small village near a city in the Netherlands. She was fond
of spending time in both nature and city. Already, on both these locations she
had many experiences as a youngster.
Through personal experiences of many issues live throwed at her next to her
Psycho-social education she is able to instant feeling where bottlenecks lie and
how that can be solved. For those solutions understanding and motivation are
necessary. She gives such guidance to people who ask her advice. It provides
the individual or the company who ask her insight, to understand how they can
overcome personal or social barriers such as for instance resistance, fear,
shortsightedness etc.
At present she has already written four books in two languages, she writes a blog
and a column and gives lectures. She has won an award in Belgium in an essay
contest with the working title "" New times, new values better insights ...?". Her
contribution was "A mature society is the difference between egoism and
egocentrism." Several times she appeared successful on the North-American
radio.
She may be prompted for lectures.
For instance for Conferences and Media debates through
http://www.zijspreekt.nl/html/paulinelaumans.html

Since 1992 she has her own practice as Metaphysical Author and Visionary,
Holistic Life coach and Trainer.
More information: http://about.me/paulinelaumans www.c-t-u.com or
www.libertasinvivo.com
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John van Trijp

John was raised in a large city and throughout his life he wanted to discover
what Life means and how tasks of life may agree with you.
Originally John studied β sciences. Amongst other at the University of Applied
Sciences in Utrecht in the fields of chemistry and chemical processing.
Afterwards he studied Environmental Science - scientific specialization, at the
Netherlands Open University and graduated in 2000 in the field of Remote
Sensing. In 2010 he successfully completed the postgraduate Master of Public
Safety at TU Delft with the research “An Attempt to Quantify Resilience and
Emergency Response Organizations”
Later on in life he recognized the value of additional training in human sciences
like: A complete training as All Round Mediator at Lime-Tree in Bilthoven (NL)
Intuitive Studies (healer/reader) at Centrum voor Leven en Intuïtie in Utrecht
(NL) Life Coaching at Centrum voor Conflicthantering in Haarlem (NL)
In daily life John is active as coach, teacher, examinator and assessor for Fire
Officers and Fire Officers courses at the Dutch Office for Fire Fighters
Examinations and the NIFV/Nibra; and as Business Ambassador for the City of
Fredericton in New Brunswick, Canada.
From his professional and personal attitude het contributes to the selfsufficiency to man and he supports this as intuitive coach.
He can be contacted through: http://about.me/johnvantrijp www.c-t-u.com or
www.libertasinvivo.com
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How this book originated
Usually we like walking in nature whenever possible. Walking invites us to
discuss all kinds of things. Things we notice inwardly that suddenly come to our
attention. As such happens, we take a moment to give it the necessary attention.
Sometimes we embrace a tree or sit outside on a bench. In this quietness it is
easy to communicate with the Essence of humans, animals or a tree. It allows us
to experience the truth behind the veil or beneath the surface and read the real
story. Some of these stories are mentioned in “Karmic Reflections: Talking with
Men and Nature”.
These stories were told by the subject itself. They are the result of applied
intuition we have learned after many years of intensive training. Intuition means
Inner Higher Knowledge. This book is a sequel to “Freedom in Relationships:
Have the Right Identification” and “Your Choice: Living Alive or Living Dead”.
No more secrets or hidden truths as the Essence tells her own story. It is apart
from the traditional and yet so simple in approach. These stories may act as a
stimulant to learn to balance one’s life. The conclusions after every story may act
as a guide in daily life.
Whenever we want to communicate we always ask the Essence for allowance.
This is a golden rule in non-sensory communication and allows us to offer
support to the essence and balance them in order to proceed. Some of the
stories can only be noticed by us as being an expert in that field. Other stories
can be noticed by you as well when you use all your sensory organs consciously.
Most stories however can only be revealed when talking to the Essence.
The last decades more often it is communicated that human is part of nature. It
comes also to our attention that humans are capable of communicating with
nature ánd nature with us. This form distinguishes from the sensory
communication between humans as it is a communication with the energy
present.
Many persons unconsciously have the same experiences. Others experience the
same as they talk with essence. To others it is perhaps completely new as they
have until now, not become familiar with this (old) concept. A concept that each
of us can learn.
In nature this way of communication is easier than at home with the many
distractions there. Furthermore nature offers a grounding, serendipidity and
inner awareness.
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In the period 1999 - 2007 we have experienced many of the stories in this book
and started to write them down.
Some of the stories are in this book as we want to share these insights with you.
Some of the stories could have been written by you because of your personal
experience, but you have not given it much thought. Thus it slipped your mind as
something else needed your full attention. Other stories perhaps occurred to you
personally. Perhaps you even reacted the same way as the person, tree or
animal in the story. Other stories might be difficult to understand as a reality.
Only when you have met individuals who have experienced these hard life
lessons or when you have experienced them yourself, you can accept the reality
of these stories. Some of the stories were even hard for us to read as before that
time we were not able to face this reality or to see the far reaching
consequences.
Despite the depth of these stories or their far reaching consequences, we thank
all involved for revealing their personal life books to us. We wish these stories
help you to understand that there is more to notice than you ever thought
possible. Maybe you want to read more of such stories? Some new stories are
already on paper but not yet ready for publication. Time will tell us when these
stories can be published.
We already received several meaningful endorsements for this book of no one
less than:
 Dick Bruna
 Yvonne Kroonenberg
 Helly en Martin Gaus
 Dr. Caron Goode
 Steve Rother
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Facts

This book is about
The strong connection we have while walking in nature. This connection links us
with animals, trees, plants, insects and not to forget with men. They reflect us
whatever we need to know in order to continue. These encounters are our
Karmic Reflections. Some of these karmic reflections have been mentioned in
this book as we like to share them with you the reader. The reader who seeks
answers to life questions.

What makes this book unique?
It is about the Essence of nature that is able to teach and explain us whatever
we need to know. That is why we communicate with this energy, ask questions
and listen to the answers. We experience the world with our eyes as part of our
environment. It is our (fake) truth but may be complemented with the
environment and truth from the energy world.
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Several anwers to questions
1. What personal life experiences inspired you to write this book?
The experiences when we communicate with the essence of other humans,
animals and plants. Inward questions come forth and become answered. This
led to these stories that we want to share with you as this inner knowledge
has so much more to offer than book knowledge.
2. What message would you like readers to obtain from this book?
We wish others to comprehend that nature and our essence provides us with
insight how to overcome the keeping up appearances behavior.
3. Why will readers like to read your book?
Each story has a clear theme. It are stories that confront each of us with daily
experiences. We learn from these confrontations. We wish you the same.
4. What makes you an authority to write a book on these subjects?
As trained intuitive readers for years, we have read many life books (from Big
Bang to ...) and developed a heightened intuitive state. The many studies,
knowledge and skills allowed developing a metaphysical philosophical
approach to life. The writers have in this and previous lives learned to handle
the issues themselves.
5. The book is a non-fiction book, how did you researched for this book?
We have been communicating for years with the Essence of men, animal and
plants. This is merged with the mental education we have received.
6. What challenges or experiences did you met in the writing process?
It was a challenge to write down the communication with the Essence of the
subject in such a way that it reflects a sparkle of our inner Self.
7. How long did it take you to write the book?
In 1999 we started and at a certain moment we had enough stories to
combine them to become a book.
8. Is there information on other books written by you?
 Freedom in Relationships: Have the Right Identification ISBN 978-90816233-6-0
 Your Choice: Living Alive or Living Dead ISBN 978-90-816233-1-5
 From Tadpole to Prince: Towards Mega Conscious Awarenes in 2016
ISBN 978-90-816233-7-7
See www.c-t-u.com or www.boekenroute.nl
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9. Who supported you during the writing process?
We supported each other while debating with each other when walking in
nature. Furthermore we become inspired by the teachings of others, animals
and plants when we communicate with them.
10. What’s your personal definition of good?
When the event or experience makes us aware and smiling inwardly.
11. What’s your personal definition of bad?
When someone believes they can live without consideration and act
destructive as they believe life ends after this lifetime or that they are
excused because of a next lifetime. As we have been able to read life books
of many persons we know that life is about continuing on the path of
evolution. It can only be accomplished when we reconnect our essence and
become aware of the choices we made or make.
12. What is the most rewarding part of your work?
That it inspires others to continue on their path of life.
13. What’s the toughest obstacle that you face?
How to give words to inner feelings and images.
14. How do you determine the topic of your book?
When in serendipity the answer appears.
15. Can you clarify the book concept for readers not familiar to it?
Our books are about living alive. It explains the route to become free of all
kinds of obstacles. Insight in reality allows you to see your path of
life.
16. Who are your mentors or who has inspired you?
Inge Lepelaar, Uncle Hans, Hermann Lammert, Phil en Dorothy Knowlton,
Djanna Mastenbroek, Clients and the teachings of nature.
17. Where do you get your material? What has influenced you to write?
The teachings of nature, the insights we get when in a dialogue with others,
especially when it are philosophic talks, our reflection to each other and our
friends.
18. Are you planning more writing?
Yes, a fourth book will be published early 2011. Possibly followed by a fifth
book with short stories.
19. Do you have a website?
www.c-t-u.com for further information and to order the books.
www.libertasinvivo.com to request a consultation.
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20. What makes you feel alive? What inspires you?
When discovering issues on our path of life that assist us or issues that are
within reach after a long waiting period as we first had to do internal work.
21. What makes you feel living dead?
When someone uses or abuses our energy. When someone blames us for
their actions or lack of insight. When another person projects.
22. Do you know of other people that are familiar with these philosophical
issues?




Tatanga Mani, Red Nation People
Irene van Lippe-Biesterfeld
Hans Andeweg MSc.
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Endorsements
“I read your stories Tumulus and Anatomical Laboratory with growing
enthusiasm and feel attracted to your philosophy which is so much more real and
original than what has been in ages. Lots of success with: Karmic Reflections.”
Dick Bruna (Author and illustrator of Miffy Books)

“While children of the Western World cherish their iPod, their cell phones and
their personal room, the authors of Karmic Reflections are searching for their
Inner Child that still knows spontaneity, purity and intuitive wisdom." I wanted to
express the contrast between the average Westernized children and their
tendency to objects and your purity that one might describe to the inner child.”
Yvonne Kroonenberg (Psychologist, columnist and author of books on manwoman issues)

“The book “Karmic Reflections” permeated me about the real knowledge of life
on earth, flea or fly, horse or human, everything, one can only reach the essence
of existence when he is entitled to his own specific individuality. That is what
even I so often thwart for my own fake happiness. This book gave me the last
necessary push: To overcome my keeping up appearances behavior. I start
working on this today and I bet you do the same.”
Helly and Martin Gaus (TV-host and dog psychologist / educationist and writer)

“Karmic Reflections tickles your senses and awakens your mind to watch, read,
pay attention and be delighted!”
“The authors, well-versed and experienced Intuitives, are storytellers. They
share tales of deep learning for all humanity as observers watching and recording
the life and lessons of the characters in each story. This view leaves out the
emotional drama of the stories and enables you to grasp the karmic lessons
depicted in the character’s personality patterns. You are intrigued by how the
characters resolve their issues and gain awareness through life experiences as to
live life to the fullest, or to bring closure to certain experiences or relationships.
Other tales involve interactions with animals and you’ll discover how the authors
helped animals through their empathy and intuition. The author’s intrigue your
imagination and open your eyes to new possibilities that many human beings are
living right now.”
Dr. Caron Goode. (NCC Author of the award-winning Raising Intuitive Children
and her newest release, Kids Who See Ghosts)
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"You have a lot of modality, a lot of energy work that you have that will be
teaching. Your books will open a lot of doors".
Steve Rother (Author and founder of “Lightworker”and “Beacons of Light”)

For our books we have received endorsements from the following well known
persons: Dick Bruna, Martin Gaus, Yvonne Kroonenberg, Dr. Caron Goode,
Frederic Colier, Steve Rother and Hermann Lammert.
For further recommendations and reactions from many more persons see our
website http://www.libertasinvivo.com/index.php?m=7100&l=en
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